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Overview

• Why tissue mitochondrial content?
• Feed efficiency (low mitochondrial content, muscularity and high FE)
• Meat quality (mitochondria and post-mortem metabolism?)

• Genetic and environmental drivers of high mitochondrial content
• Cold - ambient temperature (thermogenic tissues muscle and brown fat)
• Diet - high fat, ketone esters, curcumin, PQQ
• Activity - endurance exercise

• Illustrate with multiple production species, special focus on broilers



Aim

• Start a discussion about mitochondrial phenotypes in animal 
production and how they may be environmentally influenced in 
commercial settings:

• Previous work with Cobb Vantress (broiler mitochondrial content variation)?

• Previous work with USDA and University of Arkansas (molecular mechanisms 
of divergence in broiler FE, role for the mitochondrion)

• New project proposal with Kemin and CAS (pig heat stress and molecular / 
mitochondrial mechanisms through which nutrition may provide mitigation)



Mitochondria and energy flow

A mitochondria is like a bicycle, converting one source of energy into another through a coupling mechanism.

Both the size of the bicycle and the coupling mechanism can be adapted to meet different metabolic goals.



What is a mitochondria?

• Complex, cellular organelle comprising ~1000 proteins

• The ‘engine’ of the cell

• Thought to be formerly a free-living bacteria that has formed a 
symbiotic relationship with the host cell of modern animals.



An animal cell: two genomes in cooperation

• Mitochondria retains some of its own genome, encoding 13 protein coding genes plus 
other machinery (DNA based molecular biotech can be used).

• Remaining (majority) mRNA encoding mitochondrial proteins are in the nuclear genome.

• The collective expression of the mRNA that encode the mitochondria is controlled by a 
combination of both environment and genetics



Mitochondria in action – brown versus white 
fat

Brown fat important for cold stressed neonatal mammals and has a likely role in feed efficiency



Why think about mitochondria?

• The ‘engine’ of the cell where the majority of feed energy is converted into 
biologically usable ATP (and some body heat).

• ATP ultimately pays for production, such as deposition of lean.

• Improvements in mitochondrial performance (food  ATP conversion) will 
improve whole animal feed efficiency. 

• Improvements can be made by both environmental and genetic 
mechanisms.



ATP – the 5 cent coin of bioenergetics

• Dietary glucose, protein and fat can be seen $100 notes

• If a biological process costs 10 cents, more efficient to pay with two 5 
cent coins than breaking a big note and ‘losing the change.’



Feed, digestion and energy conversion in the 
mitochondria

Where is the useful variation across populations of animals? Gut or muscle?



Mitochondrial adaptations, energy and heat

• Brown fat has a large bicycle (high energy flux) with no chain (no ATP, lots of 
heat).

• White fat has a small bicycle (low energy flux) with a chain (little heat,  little ATP).

• Heart muscle has a large bicycle (high energy flux) with a chain (lots of ATP)



How do mitochondria convert energy?

Diet

Digestion

Cellular metabolism



Muscle mitochondrial content

• If the mitochondria is the engine of the cell, then mitochondrial content is engine size.

• Focus on muscle because it is 50% of the animals mass, a substantial contributor to 
whole animal metabolism, is composed of fibres with different mitochondrial contents 
and is the tissue we consume in animal production systems

• How might muscle mitochondrial content (engine size) influence production?

• What environmental factors drive mitochondrial content (engine size)



Feed efficient breeds tend to be built of low 
mitochondrial content type IIB muscle



‘Corolla’ chicken versus ‘drag racing’ 
hummingbird

15 |

Exceptional feed conversion Hibernation
Sedentary Athletic
Pectoralis mitochondrial content 4% 35%
Small engine ‘Toyota Corolla’ ‘Gas guzzling’ drag racer



The transformed broiler – a ~50 year story



Genetics and environment in broiler 
production

• Genetic gain: breeding from genetically superior parents, now using 
DNA markers to inform the selection process

• Environmental change: nutrition and other management practices

• Collectively, improve the efficiency of the flow of energy into lean 
tissue deposition, primarily the enlarged breast muscle



Efficiency, flow, energy



Overview of recent broiler research

• Measuring broiler mitochondrial phenotypes (using DNA and RNA)

• Industrial (Cobb Vantress, HQ Arkansas, USA) and academic 
colleagues (University of Arkansas, USA)

• Both projects used Cobb Vantress broilers as the animal resource.



Cobb Vantress

• US multi-national company that produces broilers for people who 
produce broilers.

• Control the genetics for ~50% of the global supply of broilers.

• Genetic improvement with a particular emphasis on feed efficiency

• My role was to measure a cellular phenotype (mitochondrial content) 
that is the product of bird environment as well as bird genetics



Broiler mitochondrial content

• Screen birds (within a genetic line) for variation in muscle 
mitochondrial content. How much spread around the 4%?

• Develop the biotechnology to achieve this (qPCR from DNA).

• Connect any variation to 11 performance phenotypes (but not FE).



Broiler mitochondrial content

2% 4% 12% 24%

The assay can discriminate tissues with different metabolic demands.

There is a positive relationship (0.61; P < 0.0001) between breast and thigh 
content across 80 birds.

5-fold



Mitochondrial content and performance traits

• Breast muscle mitochondrial content negatively  correlated with:
• Breast muscle yield (-0.27; P = 0.037)

• Carcass yield (-0.26; P = 0.045)

• Abdominal fat content (-0.31; P = 0.017)

• Thigh muscle mitochondrial content negatively correlated with:
• Bow out leg defect (-0.30; P = 0.011)



Regulation of muscle mitochondrial content

• Genetics
• species comparisons, domestication and industrial selection

• Environment
• Exercise (endurance versus sprint exercise)

• Ambient temperature (heat versus cold)

• Diet (high fat, ketone esters, curcumin and PQQ)

• G and E integrated by a transcriptional regulator called PPARGC1A



Summary of Cobb Vantress research

• There appears to be systemic regulation of muscle mitochondrial 
content in chickens. A bird with a low value for thigh, will also have a 
low value for breast.

• A bird with low breast mitochondrial content tends to be more 
muscular with higher abdominal fat.

• A bird with low thigh mitochondrial content tends to be more likely to 
express the bow out leg pathology.



Mitochondrial content in broilers



Q-CAS grant submitted February 2017

• Queensland (Uni Qld colleagues) and Chinese Academy of Science (Dr 
XiangFeng Kong) collaboration

• Kemin China (Dr. Bing Guo) are the industrial co-funder

• Explore the molecular basis of nutritional treatments (betaine and 
curcumin / essential plant oils) that may mitigate heat stress and improve 
production under sub-tropical conditions

• One part of the project is to develop a mitochondrial content assay for 
pigs, analogous to the industrial broiler research just described



University of Arkansas

• Prof. Walter Bottje, Centre of Excellence for Poultry Science



University of Arkansas and genome-wide 
gene expression
• Develop a deeper understanding of feed efficiency and its relationship 

to muscle structure and mitochondrial metabolism (Cobb broilers)

• Use genome-wide gene expression as the tool

• Observed patterns of gene expression are a complex consequence of 
environment and genetics



University of Arkansas and genome-wide 
gene expression
• Within a single genetic line, birds phenotyped for FE between 6 and 7 

weeks, (1.5 fold difference).

• Breast muscle RNA extracted (n = 6 in each of two groups).

• Genome-wide mRNA quantified. This gives a global picture of 
~10,000 gene expression values.

• Some of these genes encode proteins relating to muscle structure, 
mitochondrial function and metabolism. 



Drowning in data



University of Arkansas and genome-wide 
gene expression I



University of Arkansas and genome-wide 
gene expression II

A 3d muscle model can be used
to asses the physical structure of muscle

Fibre composition has changed, less 
slow, red fibres in the more efficient 
birds



University of Arkansas and genome-wide 
gene expression III

Panel of 40 genes expressed in breast muscle can 
discriminate the 12 birds into treatment group i.e. high 
versus low efficient

More efficient birds express less slow, red muscle (e.g. 
MYL2, MB, TNNI1, MYOZ2, TPM3, MYH15) and have 
altered mitochondrial metabolism (e.g. CKMT1A).



Differential network analysis

Hudson et al (2009). PLoS Computational Biology. 5(5):e100382  



University of Arkansas and genome-wide 
gene expression IV



Progesterone signaling

• Progesterone added to some Hormone Growth Promotant mixes in 
cattle, elevate FE by 20%.

• Progesterone changes physiology and fibre composition phenotype of 
muscle in pregnant women.

• Progesterone receptor co-localises to the mitochondria in birds.



Progesterone receptor immuno-staining



Summary of University of Arkansas research

• Panel of 40 genes expressed in muscle that can discriminate the two 
groups of birds differing in FE

• More efficient birds have paler muscle, a bias towards type II sprint fibres 
and altered mitochondrial function.

• Progesterone signalling is predicted to be a driver of the difference 
observed in muscle gene expression.

• Some feeds are high in progesterone-like compounds (yams)



Molecular mechanisms of feed efficiency in 
broilers



Q-CAS grant submitted February 2017

• Queensland (Uni Qld colleagues) and Chinese Academy of Science (Dr 
XiangFeng Kong) collaboration

• Kemin China (Dr. Bing Guo) are the industrial co-funder

• Explore the molecular basis of nutritional treatments (betaine and 
curcumin / essential plant oils) that may mitigate heat stress and improve 
production under sub-tropical conditions

• One part of the project is to use genome-wide gene expression, analogous 
to the academic broiler research just described



Overall summary of broiler research

• There is substantial variation in muscle mitochondrial content in 
broilers and it associates with performance phenotypes including 
muscle and fat development.

• Patterns of gene expression indicate more efficient broilers have 
altered muscle structure and mitochondrial metabolism.



White striping and wooden breast

• Broiler breast muscle has an extreme muscle structure and metabolism
• Lactic acidosis has been observed in live birds predisposed to these conditions, implying inadequate aerobic 

metabolism
• Hypothesis: Is this a consequence of too low a mitochondrial content and capillarity?



Post mortem pH decline and meat quality

Conventional model relates to stored carbohydrate available for muscle glycolysis and subsequent anaerobic 
metabolism  pH decline rate and ultimate pH

Given post-slaughter muscle is an enforced anaerobic systems is their a role for the (aerobic) mitochondria?



Mitochondrial ‘treason’ during anoxia

• In the absence of oxygen, mitochondria become net consumers rather than 
producers of ATP

• May hasten anaerobically produced ATP thereby influencing the pH decline 
curve



Conclusions

• Mitochondrial content varies across individual broilers and is associated 
with commercial performance traits

• Patterns of gene expression indicate high FE broilers have paler muscle and 
altered mitochondrial metabolism

• Mitochondrial phenotypes are responsive to environmental cues (ambient 
temperature, exercise and diet).

• Should the Q-CAS grant (co-funded by Kemin) be funded we have the 
opportunity to explore some of these ideas in the context of nutritional 
manipulation of pig production under heat stress
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